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            Section One: Self Leadership 

introduction 

WELCOME to Vital Leadership!
Our leadership curriculum is designed to help YOU become a 
stronger influencer, so you can make a great impact on the peo-
ple close to you, those in your community and, even, beyond. 

We have studied the great thinkers in leadership, case studies 
in leadership and the research and data that we believe explains 
what it takes to be a leader. Our faith as Christians has guided us, 
because we believe the greatest leader of all was Jesus Christ, 
but we have no preconceived notions of your faith beliefs. 

We only require that you believe in yourself enough to invest in  
yourself and that you strive to use your gifts to their fullest. 

Let’s begin by connecting on social media! 
Connect with us on Twitter, Facebook and sign up for our 

blog NOW at www.vitalleader.org

                                 @VitalLeadership    

www.vitalleader.org
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Congratulations! Your grade is an A+! 

Wait. How are we grading you before you ever read a word 
or think a thought about any concept Vital Leadership wants 
to teach you? Why are we already impressed? 

Here’s why:

MOST people never even get to the point where you are. An 
astonishing number of people don’t make any effort to learn 
about themselves, to plan their life, to set goals, to analyze 
their purpose.  Most people simply let their parents or their 
circumstances decide their future.
 
A few things to ponder:

•   Did you learn to play the piano or some other instrument 
because your parents made you? Did you quit because it 
wasn’t the “cool” thing to do? 
•   If you are in college, did you choose your college based 
on where your parents attended or because it was the  
closest to your home or because your girlfriend or boyfriend 
attended there or because they had a good football team? 
•   If you are in high school, did you choose your classes in 
high school based on what your friends wanted you to take 
or what sounded the easiest or what sounded the hardest (to 
make your college application look good)?
   
All of these reflect a life lived in REACTION to what others 
are doing/what others are saying/what others care about, 
without much regard to what you really love, are good at 
and WANT TO DO. This is called living life by “default.”
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            Section One: Self Leadership 

Are you living your life by design or by default? 

It’s now time to start living by design. Vital Leadership 
believes that when you are where God wants you to be, 
you will be where you are supposed to be, you’ll be  
energized, excited, balanced and focused. 

Are you unsure about what you want to do in life or 
about what major to pursue? 

Taking the time to study who you really are will help. 
Only YOU can truly dive into your soul and think about 
what makes you tick, what you really enjoy and what you 
might like to do, if there were no obstacles. You need to 
think outside of your present circumstances, beyond  
limitations that may be real or perceived. Let’s see 
where a little thought takes you.

As you work through the curriculum, take some time. 
Please don’t hurry, but please don’t delay, either. This 
isn’t meant to be completed in days. It isn’t meant to 
take you years either.  Our suggestion is to do 3  
sessions a week.  The full curriculum should, therefore, 
be completed easily in 3 months -- probably more like 2 
months. 

If you have ANY questions, please email 
 info@vitalleader.org 

And always remember that your investment will indicate 
your payback. 

mailto:info%40vitalleader.org?subject=
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There are 3 sections to the curriculum: 

1. Self-leadership
2. Relational Intelligence
3. Leadership Dynamics

Our premise is that you must first lead yourself and have 
confidence and purpose. Then you must know how to get 
along with others, relate and communicate with them well 
and respect their points of view. And after those two things, 
you are ready to truly lead and influence others for good.

Have fun, enjoy the ride and realize that we are here for you. 
Vital Leadership believes in you and wants to help you make 
a difference in your family, work and community.

   SELF LEADERSHIP LESSONS 

1.1 Mission Statement & Wellbeing
1.2 Goals and Career Wellbeing
1.3 Social Wellbeing
1.4 Financial Wellbeing
1.5 Physical Wellbeing
1.6 Community/Spiritual Wellbeing
1.7 Making a Plan of Action 
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            Section One: Self Leadership 

Getting Started 

We recommend printing out the lessons and putting them 
in a three ring binder. Studies have shown that individuals 
that spend time physically journaling and putting pen to  
paper are better able to process and remember the  
concepts. So if you prefer not to print all the documents, 
we recommend having a journal to write your answers in. 

Throughout the lessons we will reference many resources 
outside of this e-book. We strive to provide free resources, 
but sometimes the best do incur an additional cost. In each 
section has recommended readings. These are not  
manditory, but those who have access to them will benefit 
the most from this course. 

Section 1: Required Reading List

          Wellbeing: The Five Essential Elements 
 by Tom Rath and Jim Hartner
 
 StrengthsFinder 2.0
 by Tom Rath 

http://www.amazon.com/Wellbeing-Essential-Elements-Tom-Rath/dp/1595620400
http://www.amazon.com/StrengthsFinder-2-0-Tom-Rath/dp/159562015X/ref%3Dsr_1_1%3Fs%3Dbooks%26ie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1462241182%26sr%3D1-1%26keywords%3Dstrengths%2Bfinder%2B2.0
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1.1      Mission stateMent and WeLLbeing 

All things are created twice, first in our mind and in the physical 
world. We dream it, then we build it.

When you design a house, you first create the design in your mind 
and then an architect puts it on paper before it’s physically built.  
All designs need first a mental creation. That includes the “first 
creation” of the person you want to be. 

Author Stephen Covey writes in his book, The 7 Habits of Highly 
Effective People: 
 “In our personal lives, if we do not develop our own 
self-awareness and become responsible for first creations, we  
empower other people and circumstances outside our Circle of  
Influence to shape much of our lives by default. We reactively live 
the scripts handed to us by family, associates, other people’s  
agendas, the pressures of circumstance—scripts from our earlier 
years, from our training, our conditioning.
 These scripts come from people, not principles. And they 
rise out of our deep vulnerabilities, our deep dependency on  
others and our needs for acceptance and love, for belonging, for a 
sense of importance and worth, for a feeling that we matter.
 Whether we are aware of it or not, whether we are in control 
of it or not, there is a first creation to every part of our lives. We 
are either the second creation of our own proactive design, or we 
are the second creation of other people’s agendas, of  
circumstances, or of past habits. 
 The unique human capacities of self-awareness, imagination, 
and conscience enable us to examine first creations and make it 
possible for us to take charge of our own first creation, to write our 
own script. 
 --Stephen Covey, 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, pg. 100
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If you are “Family Centered,” you: 
•    Get your sense of security or personal worth from your family  
tradition and culture or family reputation
•    Are dependent on doing the “right thing” for your parent’s way of 
thinking
•    Live using actions that are limited to family models and traditions

If you are “Money Centered,” you: 
•    Consider your net worth and salary as most important
•    Are threatened by any perceived economic loss
•    Make decisions based on their profitability

If you are “Work Centered,” you:
•    Are comfortable only when you are working
•    See your work as your life
•    Make decisions or define yourself based on your boss’s  
perceptions or other organizational constraints

If you are “Possession Centered,” you:
•    Feel your worth is based on your reputation, your social status or 
tangible possessions, such as a cool car, a large house or the latest 
cell phone
•    You compare the economic status of people

Another Covey thought:

“There are some people who interpret “proactive” to mean 
pushy, aggressive, or insensitive; but that isn’t the case at all. 
Proactive people aren’t pushy. They’re smart, they’re value  
driven, they read reality and they know what’s needed.” Pg. 88

To begin, consider what you value and where the center of your 
life is focused. What is most important? Where do you look for 
your identity? Which of these “centers” best describes you? 
Through what lens do you see the world?
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In that case,  

•    Your security comes from knowing the principles don’t change
•    Your power comes from being self-aware, knowledgeable,  
proactive, and unrestricted by the attitudes, behaviors and actions of 
others or by many of the circumstances that limit others
•    You know your mission and purpose and have defined it, by what 
YOU define is important

When you are “principle centered,” Stephen Covey said, you see 
yourself as: 

“A unique, talented, creative individual, in the midst of many unique and 
talented individuals who, working independently and interdependently, can 

accomplish great things!!”

If you are “Pleasure Centered,” you: 
•    Look for “good times” and you are dependent upon your  
environment
•    You see the world in terms of “what’s in it for you”

If you are “Friend Centered,” you:
•    Are highly dependent on the opinions of others
•    Ask the question “what will they think?” often
•    You are easily embarrassed

If you are “Enemy Centered,” you:
•    Always wonder what “he’s” up to
•    Are defensive, over-reactive and, often, paranoid

You may also be “church” centered, or “self” centered or “position/
title” centered. You get the idea.  

Where you should be is “Mission and Principle”  Centered. 
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            Section One: Self Leadership 

WRITING DOWN YOUR MISSION: 
The Start to Designing Your Life

To write a mission statement is intimidating. I’m sure you are thinking there 
is no way to really know what direction you want to go at YOUR age… 
whatever your age is. But we also know you are faced with  
decisions at this time of life: which job to take; which activity to  
become involved in, whether to go back to school or to finish school, where 
to live, where to go to college, etc. etc. If you will take the time to define 
what really inspires you, what you want to accomplish in life, overall,  not 
just in the short term; what passions and talents you own; what you,  
honestly, are not that good at; what dreams you have given up on that you 
shouldn’t have, etc., etc., then you will end up writing a mission statement 
and we will tell you that decision making gets a lot easier. You begin manage 
your life on YOUR terms.

There are some resources below but the ULTIMATE MISSION  
STATEMENT simply communicates what you find most important. What, if 
you died tomorrow, would you have accomplished what you wanted to have 
accomplished? Do you see yourself valuing  
relationships or possessions? How do you see yourself making an 
impact – in your family? In your community? In your workplace? In sharing 
your faith?  
Go to:  www.franklincovey.com/msb/ 

On the website, look at two parts of the main page: The PERSONAL tab and 
the YOUR VALUES tab. 

Both are helpful at asking questions that will inspire you. After  
working through both tabs, determine a personal mission statement and 
then rewrite it, simplify it and make it something simple and short, that you 
can hang onto and remember. 

FOR MORE MISSION STATEMENT IDEAS 
Check out our“Mission Statement” Pinterest board 

Go to www.franklincovey.com/msb/
https://www.pinterest.com/vitalleadership/mission-statement/
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Here are some other Brainstorming questions to help you 
understand the person you are. Make lists or write out 
descriptions. 
• What are your values? Do you believe in honesty, justice,  

kindness, and self-reliance? (For a full list of values visit                          
www.values.com/teaching-values)

• Who has inspired you? Do you want to have qualities similar to those 
folks? Figure out what those qualities are and list them.

• What big events impacted your life? Reflect on these big moments and 
the lessons you learned from them.

• What do you love about your life? Your work? Your family, friends, and 
other relationships?

• When are you at your best? 

• When are you at your worst? 

• What would you like to share with others?

• If you had unlimited resources and unlimited time, what would you 
choose to do?

•  What promises would you make to yourself?                                              

Sum it all up and rewrite it. Then simplify it again. This is YOUR Mission 
Statement. It should include what values you care so deeply about that you 

don’t want them to be forgotten, as you make decisions in life. Make it 
memorable. You can even use creative forms, such as a poem or acrostic. 

http://www.values.com/teaching-values
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            Section One: Self Leadership 

1. Share your mission statement in whatever your final form is: 

2. Do you feel you understand this exercise to the point that your mission  
statement is now meaningful to you, or is this still somewhat unclear to you? (If it 
is still unclear, remind yourself to come back to this after working through more 
of this curriculum.) 

3. Did the questions make you think of things you had not considered before?
                          YES                           NO 

If Yes, list any new, revealing thoughts you had: 

 4. If you need to stop procrastinating, outline specifics on how you must change: 

5. On your current track, on a scale of 1-10, at 80 years old, how satisfied will you 
be that you’ve accomplished everything in your life mission? 

                          1       2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9      10
                    
                         (Very Unsure)  ----------------------------> (Very Sure)

1.1 Exercises 
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6.  Begin to think outside of your typical life, your typical day and what you 
“thought” you wanted to do with your life. Begin to dream about all possibilities, 
as if money isn’t a factor, outside all family dynamics and even expectations you 
have placed on yourself.  What does the best possible future look like for you? 
What components should be included? We realize that every day would not look 
exactly the same, but by dreaming and thinking, you can allow yourself to  
consider what you would really like to do with your time and talents.

Design your perfect day: 
•    What time would you, ideally, wake up?

•    What would you eat for breakfast? Where?

•     How would you get to work and how far would you travel to work?

•    What will you do at work, in terms of actual tasks? 

•    How much interaction will you have with people or do you mainly work alone?

•    Where and what do you eat for lunch? With whom?

•    Are you outside or inside during your work day?

•     How much responsibility do you have for deciding what you do each day?

•    What time do you get off?

•    Where do you go after work?

•    Where and what and with whom do you eat dinner?

•     What do you do for evening leisure?

•    What time do you go to bed?
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EXERCISE: After considering your perfect day, list 10 things you will 
need to include in your life so that you can fully thrive. Be as specific as 
you can. Ex: If you want to be outside during your perfect day, you’ll need 
a job that allows that. If you want to be with kids, how are you  
going to accomplish that? Just take a few minutes to think about what 
you can learn from your “perfect day.”

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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READ: 

The section called “Your Wellbeing,” (first 10 pages) in the book WellBeing, 
The Five Essential Elements, by Tom Rath and Jim Harter.

After reading, answer the question: 
The single biggest threat to a person’s wellbeing is _______________? We 
tend to look _________-term, rather than __________-term. 

NOTE: We do not want you to miss this statement/reality. 
You must look long-term to truly look out for your best wellbeing.

READ: 

Continue reading WellBeing, through page 107. Stop at the section called 
“Additional Tools and Resources”.
THEN: Take the WELLBEING ASSESSMENT test, using the code  
provided at the back of the book. After you are done, from the  
website, record your scores: 

OVERALL WELLBEING
CAREER WELLBEING
SOCIAL WELLBEING
FINANCIAL WELLBEING
PHYSICAL WELLBEING
COMMUNITY WELLBEING

IMPORTANT NOTE: We want you to be a thriving individual, with strong 
scores in each of the five areas of wellbeing. HOWEVER, scoring high in all 
wellbeing areas will not likely happen overnight! Don’t get discouraged. 
That is why we are doing this curriculum, remember? We are here to help 
you discover the plan that you need to use to CREATE the life that will allow 
you to THRIVE!!! We are going to ask you to look long-term and not short-
term. Whatever your current scores, taking a hard look at your life and mak-
ing some adjustments will help you discover a “thriving” wellbeing.
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            Section One: Self Leadership 

7. What did you learn about yourself? Are you surprised? Motivated? Irritated? 
Please explain. 

8. I am motivated to first change my priorities in the area of: 

9. This is my first priority because: 

10. I will start to do this by: 
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1.2 goaL setting and career WeLLbeing 
How many times have you been asked if you have goals? 

How many times have you written them and then forgotten about them?

How many times have you started to write them but been bogged down because 
the assignment overwheled you? 

Well, that was before you heard of SMART Goals!! We think the format of SMART 
goals makes goal-setting actually-finally-useful. 

Creating S.M.A.R.T. Goals 

S pecific

M easurable

A ttainable

R ealistic

T imely

Who: Who is involved? 

What: What do I want to accomplish? 

Where: Identify a location. 

When: Establish a time frame. 

Which: Identify requirements and constraints. 

Why: Specific reasons, purpose or benefits of  
accomplishing the goal. 

EXAMPLE:    A general goal would be, “Get in shape.” But a specific goal 
would say, “Join a Lifetime Fitness and workout from 5:30-6:30 on  
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.”

SPECIFIC
A Specific goal has a much greater chance of being accomplished than 
a general goal. To set a specific goal you must answer the six “W” 
questions: 
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MEASURABLE
Establish concrete criteria for measuring progress toward the attainment 
of each goal you set. When you measure your progress, you stay on track, 
reach your target dates, and experience the exhilaration of achievement 
that spurs you on to continued effort required to reach your goal. 
To determine if your goal is measurable, ask questions such as......How 
much? How many? How will I know when it is accomplished? 

ATTAINABLE
When you identify goals that are most important to you, you begin to  
figure out ways you can make them come true. You  
develop the attitudes, abilities, skills, and financial capacity to reach them. 
You begin seeing previously overlooked opportunities to bring yourself 
closer to the achievement of your goals. You can attain most any goal you 
set when you plan your steps wisely and establish a time frame that allows 
you to carry out those steps. Goals that may have seemed far away and 
out of reach eventually move closer and become attainable, not because 
your goals shrink, but because you grow and expand to match them. 
When you list your goals, you build your self-image. You see yourself as 
worthy of these goals, and develop the traits and personality that allow 
you to possess them. 
 
REALISTIC
To be realistic, a goal must represent an objective toward which you are 
both willing and able to work. A goal can be both high and realistic; you 
are the only one who can decide just how high your goal should be. But 
be sure that every goal represents substantial progress. A high goal is 
frequently easier to reach than a low one because a low goal exerts low 
motivational force. Some of the hardest jobs you ever accomplished  
actually seem easy simply because they were a labor of love. Your goal is 
probably realistic if you truly believe that it can be accomplished. 
Additional ways to know if your goal is realistic is to determine if you have 
accomplished anything similar in the past or ask yourself what conditions 
would have to exist to  
accomplish this goal. 
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TIMELY 
A goal should be grounded within a time frame. With no time frame tied 
to it there’s no sense of urgency. If you want to lose 10 lbs, when do you 
want to lose it by? “Someday” won’t work. But if you anchor it within a 
timeframe, “by May 1st”, then you’ve set your unconscious mind into  
motion to begin working on the goal. 
T can also stand for Tangible - A goal is tangible, when you can 
experience it with one of the senses, that is, taste, touch, smell, sight or 
hearing. When your goal is tangible you have a better chance of making it 
specific and measurable and, thus, attainable. 

The following website will give you more details about goal 
setting, as well as tips on how to write good goals. In order to 
improve your overall wellbeing, it’s necessary to look at each 
area: CAREER, SOCIAL, FINANCIAL, PHYSICAL, COMMUNITY 
AND SPIRITUAL and assess how you can improve upon your 
wellbeing by engaging in more long-term thinking.

check out the Website: 
http://www.effective-goal-setting.com

http://www.effective-goal-setting.com
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The FIRST Element of Wellbeing: CAREER

You may or may not have a career yet. You may have worked at several jobs, 
and you probably know some of what you don’t want to do. One of the 
most important things to realize is that:  

What you ultimately do, should NOT be the result of what others 
think you should do. 

One of Vital Leadership’s goals is to help you figure out where you are  
gifted to work…where work becomes life…and there is no line between 
them. When you have fun at work and don’t mind going, you are inspired, 
energized and fulfilled…that’s when you have found your true career  
wellbeing.

Jobs include many tasks and elements, such as: 
• A painter spends little time actually painting and much of the time  

preparing the surfaces to paint.
• A handyman may love to fix things but to get paid, he must also bill  

customers, market his services and communicate with  
homeowners

• A tennis professional may love tennis, but he must also run a pro shop, 
organize leagues, hire staff, run tournaments, market events, provide 
customer service and deal with club owners or  
tennis committees. 

• A firefighter only fights a few fires. He also tours buildings for fire code 
violations, trains staff, and shops for groceries for the firehouse.

• An executive may review finances, oversee and manage people or,  
maybe, simply cast vision for the company.

• An accountant crunches numbers but also deals with clients, does  
research and keeps up on current trends and regulations.
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Not EVERYTHING about a career may stimulate you. Consider the job, 
not the job title, and what is truly involved. Internships are a vital part 
of truly learning a business, and it may take several attempts at  
internships or jobs before you’ll create the perfect fit. 

Did you hear the 
word “create”? Yes, 
you are responsible 
to create your perfect 
career. Not the other 
way around. You want 
it to be meaningful 
and that means finding a place where passion for your work makes 
getting a paycheck an afterthought.  When you  
understand who God created you to be and your true passions and 
values, you’ll know what job you’ll want to “create.” 

Engagement in your 
job matters. Did you 
know that that  
Gallup, Inc. says 70% 
of adults are “un-en-
gaged” in their work. 
They don’t enjoy it to 

the point that getting up and going to work is a stress each day. They 
didn’t take the time to find a career passion that fulfills their purpose; 
they just have a job. Sad. And, hopefully, not you.

One way to ensure that you are engaged in your work is to learn 
what your strengths are and put them to use each day. 

70% of adults are 
not engaged in 

their work. 

YOU are responsible 
to create your 
perfect career. 
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Strengths Finder 2.0 by Tom  Rath, provides the research around the 
idea of discovering and using your strengths. There used to be an  
education theory that believed it was best to improve on weakness  
areas. However, new research supports emphasizing strengths. By 
finding ways to use your strengths daily, studies say you will be  
happier and more engaged in your work. Ultimately, you can find ways 
to either work around your weaknesses or work with people who  
complement you and have the strengths you lack.

We hope that you have purchased this book. The book includes a code 
to take an online assessment to determine your top 5 strengths. We 
HIGHLY recommend you do this. 

Next Step? 

Read Strengths Finder 2.0 from the beginning, up until the part where 
it describes the 34 strengths. Take the assessment, using the code 
provided in the book. Make sure you have a quiet place where you 
have 30 minutes to work. Read both sides of all questions before  
answering and try to avoid answering in the middle, except where 
you, truly, cannot decide. Realize, also, just 20 seconds are allowed per 
question. After completion, you will receive your Top 5. Read through 
then and the supporting information. There may be some strengths 
not listed you think you have. If so, CLAIM THEM!! They may fall just 
below your top 5 list at #6 or #7. 
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List Your Five Strengths 
One
Two
Three
Four
Five

Do any surprise you? If so, which and why?

In the past have you worked on improving your weaknesses vs. strengths?     

YES               NO

Do you think that the idea of developing strengths vs. working on weaknesses 
areas will change your thinking or behavior in any way?

Exercises 1.2 
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After reading your Strengths Finder results and 50 action ideas, what are 3 ways you 
can pursue life differently now that you have these results? 

1. 

2.

3.

Often teachers, coaches or parents mention career ideas to us…but we don’t like the 
idea at all and we quickly say “no way, I wouldn’t do that.” However, one reason they 
may have mentioned those careers or subject areas to us is because they have seen skills 
and talents in us that we don’t realize or even know about. If you 100% dismiss the 
thoughts of adults before considering them, you might miss a great idea. Think back 
and list those careers and ideas that have been mentioned to you over the years:

1.

2.

3.

Now, ask yourself, honestly -- and I mean, honestly -- would you be willing to at least 
look into learning more about any of those areas? Learning is simply a way to make an 
educated decision….it is NOT a commitment to do any of these careers. But when we 
don’t REALLY know about something and we reject it, we are being very  
narrow-minded. Finish the sentence: I would consider learning more about:
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Take a trip to large bookstore and spend 30 minutes looking in parts of the store you 
HAVE NEVER BEEN TO BEFORE!  List the areas of interest you usually go to first (i.e. 
business books/cooking, etc.):

1.

2.

3. 

List three NEW areas/books/interests that you had never thought much about but you 
might like to learn more about now:

1.

2.

3.

Find and list reputable websites on these topics that you can regularly visit for current 
information: 

1.

2.

3. 

If you are at a stage of life where you are ready to interview for jobs, 
such as you are approaching graduation, do the following right now:
•   Add your strengths to your resume
•   Add your Vital Leadership experience to your resume 
(they may ask what it is, and it will give you a chance to 
explain what you learned from the process and they will be 
impressed at your self-knowledge)
•   Check out www.jobipedia.org. 

TAKE ACTION: 

www.jobipedia.org
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1.3 The SECOND Element of Wellbeing: SOCIAL
We tend to synchronize our moods with those around us. Even our friend’s 
friends influence our wellbeing. Wow! Are your friends influencing yours in 
a positive way? Are they unmotivated? Don’t hang around them. Are they 
working toward a goal? Great, keep up with them. 

To have a thriving day, we need _________ hours 
of social time???

Take a guess, how many?  (hint: Wellbeing, page 34) 

SIX!!!! That’s over 1/3 of our waking hours. The quality of your friends  
matters.

ARE YOU COMMUNICATING OR JUST CONNECTING?
by Darren Hardy, Success Magazine Editor

“I communicate a lot—on my blog, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube. I also 
process around 300-400 emails a day and who knows how many text 
messages. 

But recently I spent some time sorting and categorizing my database 
of more than 10,000 “contacts,” and I had a startling realization. While 
I might be communicating with tens of thousands of people every day, 
outside of encounters with my immediate family and business team, I 
am not really connecting or fostering very many real relationships at 
all. I’m what’s called a mile wide and an inch deep, and that’s not how 
you strike oil! I’ve been mistaking communication for connection.

Since having this epiphany, I’ve noticed how many other people suffer 
from this same affliction, mistaking the time they spend transmitting 
and receiving information with time spent making meaningful  
connections.  
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Don’t get me wrong—both communication and connection are  
essential today, but one simply does not equate to the other.With the 
pace of business and life today, it’s so easy to fall victim to this way of 
thinking; we must move quickly and convey as much information as 
quickly as possible to stay competitive, or so we think. With all the  
opportunities technology provides—enabling us to work from just 
about anywhere and to expand our reach, quite literally, around the 
globe—it also has become a crutch in some ways.

I think true connection happens face to face, heart to heart, live and 
in person. Sharing the same physical space. Sharing an experience 
together. Even in a business context, I’m sure you’ve experienced the 
difference between having a meeting in person versus a conference 
call or the great limitations of communicating over email—not to  
mention the shallow experience of simply reading a Facebook update 
or a tweet.

A wise person once said: there are only a dozen or two relationships 
that will take you to any level of success you desire. 

Think about that. Not 10,000, 1,000 or even 100. Ask Warren Buffett, 
Bill Gates, Richard Branson or Oprah Winfrey, and each of them will 
tell you that no more than two dozen relationships contributed to their 
extraordinary achievements today.

But you can’t just communicate with people in those two dozen  
relationships; you have to connect with them. These connections can 
only result from your continued efforts to nurture deep and  
meaningful relationships.” 
  

(Source: http://darrenhardy.success.com/2011/04/are-you-connecting/)

darrenhardy.success.com/2011/04/are-you-connecting/
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THE ART OF CHITCHAT
by Darren Hardy 

“I hate chitchat. Hate it.

I know I am probably (not probably, definitely am) an overly intense person. 
I want to be engaged in something that is meaningful and “on purpose” at 
all times—even when I am “off” and not working.

To sit around and shoot the (well, you know) and talk about the weather, 
football scores or the latest celebrity gossip pains me beyond belief. Ask 
my wife: A conversation goes shallow, and I’ll go in the other room and read 
a book or find something else “productive” to do.

So when I know I am going into chitchat terrain (like holiday parties and 
family functions) I gear myself up and review my chitchat strategy.
Here is what I know for sure:

• People like to talk about themselves—à la How to Win Friends &  
Influence People.

• I really don’t like talking about myself or what’s going on in my life—I 
already know all that, and it bores me to hear myself talk about it. (And I 
know most people don’t really care; they are just waiting for their turn to 
talk about themselves. Seriously, no joke, see above point.)

• I love to learn and am in constant pursuit of life’s distinctions. If I am go-
ing to engage in chitchat (heaven help me), I want to learn something. I 
want to walk away with a new idea, tip or distinction I didn’t have before 
the conversation. And I believe I can learn something from anyone.

• It’s up to me to make the conversation interesting. Considering the 
above (people really only want to talk about themselves, and I don’t, but 
I want to learn something), the key is to be ready with interesting and 
inquisitive questions. Anyone who knows me knows I am always asking 
questions (and it isn’t about Britney Spears or Snoop Dog news). 

The key is to have a series of great and insightful questions ready.
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Want some help with creating great questions that get people talking about 
their greatest passions, hopes, dreams, ambitions and ideas?
If so, I will now give you my “on purpose” chitchat formula…

In my head, this is the FORMat I use to organize and keep the questions  
coming:

F  - Family and friends
O - Occupation
R  - Recreation
M - Money and meaning

Another tip: Ask specific and insightful questions, not ones that can be 
answered with “fine” or “good.” Not good: How’s your family doing? Or, 
How’s the job going? Good: How have you seen your 4-year-old daughter’s 
personality open up and evolve over the last year? How has she surprised 
you the most?

Or, What adjustments have you made to your business the past year  
because of the economy? What worked and what didn’t? Looking back, 
what do you wish you had done differently?

Think about who you are going to be engaging with, and arm yourself with 
insightful and interesting questions in advance of stepping onto the front 
lines of the chitchat theater.

The result? As Dale Carnegie proved, you will be revered as a great  
conversationalist (even though you won’t be doing any of the talking); your 
chitchat companion will feel fabulously enriched (they got to talk about 
the things they love—themselves and their life and observations); and you 
might just learn something you can walk away with and use to improve your 
own insights and life. Everybody wins!
(Source: http://darrenhardy.success.com/2013/12/how-to-chitchat/)
RESOURCES: www.successmagazine.com and www.darrenhardy.com

http://darrenhardy.success.com/2013/12/how-to-chitchat/
%20www.successmagazine.com%20and%20www.darrenhardy.com%20
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Try to list 20 people you actually connect with on a weekly basis, which means 
you know what they are doing, they know what you are doing, they make a  
meaningful impact in your life and/or you make an impact in theirs. 
1.                                                                       11.
2                                                                        12.
3                                                                        13.
4.                                                                       14. 
5.                                                                       15. 
6.                                                                       16. 
7.                                                                       17. 
8.                                                                       18. 
9.                                                                       19. 
10.                                                                     20. 
 Is there anyone you wish to CONNECT with that you may only be 
communicating with? List them.

Do you consider yourself to be a true connector or one who  simply  
communicates with a lot of people? Explain.

Exercises 1.3
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Can you see this becoming more of a challenge when you leave college?

      

     

  NEWS FLASH: 
Your social life is the best it will ever be while you are in COLLEGE!!!
(If you are post-college, you know what I’m talking about.) If you are 
not there yet, please beware. I know, you have a zillion friends now; 
cannot really connect with them all and have friends to walk to class 
with, eat dinner with, go for a run with, etc. etc. That will not always 
be the case. You will need to MAKE AN EFFORT to connect daily and 
intentionally both inside and outside of work. Now is the perfect time 
to practice. 

This may sound like a stupid question, but do you remember what it takes 
to make friends? Take a minute to answer the following questions:
I have met most of my friends lately through: __________________ 
(sorority/classes/activities/jobs?)

I find talking to strangers: 
 ̐ Easy
 ̐ Difficult
 ̐ Something I can do, but don’t really do frequently
 ̐ Something I avoid
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The best way to show interest in someone 
is to ask questions. Questions should be 
open-ended…not Yes/No questions. 

I usually ask questions in conversations:
 ̐ Sometimes
 ̐ Rarely
 ̐ Often
 ̐ All the time, I bubble over with questions

LISTEN TO THE CONVERSATIONS YOU HAVE WITH OTHERS for 
24-48 hours, THEN ANSWER THE QUESTION:

I ASKED QUESTIONS:
 ̐ More Than I Thought 
 ̐ Less Than I Thought 
 ̐ About What I Thought 

List 2 ideas for chit-chat questions you can ask at your next party or social  
gathering to inspire others to talk in a meaningful way about themselves.
1. 

2. 
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1.4 The THIRD Element of Wellbeing: FINANCIAL 

How do you value money? Remember back to the discussion on what is your 
center? Do you base every decision on what something will cost or how 
much avoiding something will save? Does money facilitate life or rule your 
life?

Depending on how you were raised, you may have entered the stage of 
taking control of your money early or not even quite yet. The reality is that 
we all get there some day and sometimes we have no idea how to manage 
the responsibility. Learning to manage money is something you must learn, 
either from parents or from teachers or mentors or books. You CANNOT go 
through life without dealing with money and so, it’s time to start thinking 
about it.
 
You may be at a time of life where your parents still pay for everything. If so, 
thank them very much and realize that even with that luxury, you must still 
set a foundation for, eventually, taking over. What should you do or could 
you do?

• Consider asking for them to provide you with the funds for gas or 
clothes and then you budget how they are spent. This will help you be 
realistic about how much things cost and to take responsibility for  
paying bills, rather than having your parents do everything. You can even 
save for a special thing you would like or, save for the future, if you  
decide to forgo that extra pair of jeans.

• Find a way to get a credit card (not a debit card) by the time you are 
in college. You will need to develop a credit record and waiting until you 
graduate college will be too late. Having a credit card that says your 
name but is on your parent’s account will not help you in this area. You 
must apply on your own. Then DO NOT ever miss the payment deadline 
and don’t use the card to buy things you cannot afford. You can set up 
your account to autopay from your checking account so you never miss a 
payment or have it send you emails that tell you when the bill is due and 
pay it immediately. Starting to build credit by the time you are in college 
will take work, but it’s very important. (A resource that explains the  
difference between debit and credit cards in listed on the next page.)
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Dave Ramsey is one of the most respected resources for learning to  
manage your finances. He has written numerous books, including The Total 
Money Makeover, and can be heard on his syndicated radio show.  Check 
him and is teachings out at www.daveramsey.com.

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCES: MANAGING YOUR 
MONEY

by Dave Ramsey
      I believe with everything within me that your most powerful 
wealth-building tool is your income. Ideas, strategies, goals, vision, focus 
and even creative thinking are vastly important, but until you get control 
and fully use of your income to build wealth, you will not build and keep 
wealth. To build wealth, you will have to regain control of your income. 
When we fail to plan, we plan to fail and so there is always too much month 
left at the end of the money. 
 Everyone needs a written budget. Sometimes I hear, “Well, I kinda, 
sorta know where my money is, ya know. I know what it is going to, ya 
know. I do my planning in my mind, ya know.” Having a written plan is  
absolutely necessary. Kinda, sorta knowing what’s going on with your  
money isn’t going to get you to your goals. Developing a written plan  
gathers, organizes, categorizes and analyzes information about your money 
situation. As you do your written plan, you will be amazed that answers to 
money problems will appear easily. 

READ 
Pages 62-66 in Wellbeing, starting with “Is Wealth Accumulation 

the Wrong Target?” 

• If you don’t want to do either of the above things yet, then just start 
paying attention to what things cost and start talking to people about 
how they navigate paying bills.

Overall, the first element of long-term management of money comes to  
understanding how you “value” it. Remember the discussion on what is 
your “center?” Do you base every decision on what something will cost or 
how much you will save if you don’t buy something? Does money facilitate 
your life or rule your life?

http://www.amazon.com/Total-Money-Makeover-Classic-Financial/dp/1595555277/ref%3Dsr_1_1%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1464704302%26sr%3D8-1%26keywords%3Dtotal%2Bmoney%2Bmakeover
http://www.amazon.com/Total-Money-Makeover-Classic-Financial/dp/1595555277/ref%3Dsr_1_1%3Fie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1464704302%26sr%3D8-1%26keywords%3Dtotal%2Bmoney%2Bmakeover
www.daveramsey.com
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Set up a new written budget every month. At first it may take a while, 
but the process will get faster. My wife, Sharon, and I used to spend 
hours on our budget, and now we only spend a few minutes each 
month. Don’t try to have the perfect budget for the perfect month 
because you’ll never have those. 
Spend every dollar on paper before the month begins. Give every 
dollar of your income a name before the month begins—that’s called 
a zero-based budget. Income minus outgo equals zero every month. 
Look at this month’s income and this month’s bills, savings and debts, 
and match them up until you have given every income dollar an outgo 
name. 

“Don’t try to have the perfect budget for the perfect 
month because you’ll never have those.”

   
Every dollar of your money should fit in a category, even if you need 
to make up new ones. The basic categories include saving, housing, 
utilities, food, transportation, medical, personal, recreation and debt. 
Don’t forget to include saving for things that aren’t monthly, such as 
Christmas, birthdays, taxes and insurance premiums. If you have an  
irregular income due to commissions, self-employment or bonuses, 
you still must do a written budget before each month begins. In your 
case, adding up what your outgo is each month is a form of  
goal-setting. It tells you what you have to earn in order to cover all the 
outgo you will have. Prioritize your bills, savings and debts in order of 
importance, not urgency. Ask yourself, “If I only have enough money 
to pay one thing, what would that be?” Move this way through the 
list. Stick to it! As the income comes in, work your way down this list. 

It may take two to three months before your budget is correct, but 
keep trying. This is key to your financial success. 

(Source: http://www.success.com/article/take-control-of-your-finances)

http://www.success.com/article/take-control-of-your-finances
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Go to these links for some information you’ll want to understand.

DEBIT VS. CREDIT
http://www.bettermoneyhabits.com/en/videos/credit-debit.html?cat=understand-
ing-credit&incomplete#fbid=3wL2mgWRLQo

UNDERSTANDING CREDIT SCORES:
http://www.experian.com/credit-education/what-is-a-good-credit-score.html

THE PRIVACY OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/adam-levin/identity-theft_b_2967679.html

CREDIT OR DEBIT? IT’S TIME TO UNDERSTAND BOTH. 

1. CREDIT IS GENERALLY CONSIDERED SAFER THAN DEBIT for  
purchases because, if someone steals your card number, you can look at 
a credit statement and refute the charge. If you have a debit card and the 
number is stolen, the money from that fraudulent charge is already gone 
from your account. You can try to refute the charge from your bank, but 
since the money is already gone, you’ll likely have a harder time replacing 
the funds AND there will be some lost time to deal with it and, possibly, 
some overdraft fees. 

2. CREDIT CARDS DO NOT HAVE TO COST YOU INTEREST.  Everyone 
assumes that credit cards involve interest payments but if you use them for 
only items you can afford, then you will pay NO interest. Simply pay the bill 
in full when it arrives and you have no fees or interest! It’s VERY realistic. 
Think about it. You cannot use a debit card for items if you cannot afford 
them because the bank will decline the charge. So, just work within that 
ideal in your own mind and you will never pay interest.

http://www.bettermoneyhabits.com/en/videos/credit-debit.html%3Fcat%3Dunderstanding-credit%26incomplete%23fbid%3D3wL2mgWRLQo%20
http://www.bettermoneyhabits.com/en/videos/credit-debit.html%3Fcat%3Dunderstanding-credit%26incomplete%23fbid%3D3wL2mgWRLQo%20
http://www.experian.com/credit-education/what-is-a-good-credit-score.html%20
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/adam-levin/identity-theft_b_2967679.html
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OTHER INFO on CREDIT CARDS:

•   Some credit cards have an annual fee. Some do not. Do your 
     research.
•   Some give you airline miles or points or discounts on items or loyalty     
     points in a store. Those cards MAY have an annual fee. Just check.   
     (if the annual fee is $95 and you can get a free flight each year
     because you spend enough money annually on your card, then 
     maybe paying $95 to get a free airline flight is worth it, so don’t 
     dismiss the annual fee entirely; just evaluate it in your own personal 
     situation) 
•   To rent a car, you will need a credit card unless you want the rental 
     company to put a large hold on several hundred dollars until you 
     return the car. (That’s just policy…)         
                                                                                 
Here are some other resources on personal finance: 

www.suzeorman.com
www.daveramsey.com
www.crown.org
www.mint.com

3. SETTING UP THE CREDIT CARD TO ‘AUTOPAY’ WILL HELP AVOID 
ANY FEES. You can set this up online, so the funds come out of your  
account monthly. You will incur no fees, and you will feel no stress, which 
is one goal of financial wellbeing.

www.suzeorman.com
www.daveramsey.com
www.crown.org
www.mint.com
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Do you use a budget to keep track of monthly expenses?
 ̐ Yes 
 ̐ No 
 ̐ Started one once,  but don’t use it    
 ̐ Never knew how to create one.

Do money situations often stress you?
 ̐ Yes
 ̐ No

Do you buy things you cannot afford?
 ̐ Yes, fairly often
 ̐ Yes, but not that often
 ̐ What I buy on credit that I cannot pay for immediately are only 
items like car repairs that have to be done immediately

 ̐ To buy things that cost a lot, I always save a little for months 
ahead of time so I can afford them

 ̐ No
 
IDENTIFY a list of (at least) 4 things that you believe you need to do regarding 
your finances that will relieve your stress.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Exercises 1.4 
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Pick the TOP PRIORITY from your list on the previous page and  
explain the main thing you plan to do to improve your finances and 
why this is so important to your wellbeing, by finishing the below  
sentences. 
I will concentrate most on making the change of:

If I don’t make the change, I will:

Do you typically buy “experiences” or “stuff ”? 

Is Spending Money Good For Your Health? 

 We tend to think that shopping and spending money is ALWAYS a bad 
thing, but a recent study suggests that it may actually be beneficial for 
your health! Before you hop in your car and head to the mall, the real 
benefit comes from generosity. When we buy gifts for others, in particu-
lar for those closest to us, there is a measurable health benefit, almost on 
par with starting a new exercise routine. 

KEY TAKEAWAY: Build gifts and          
generosity into your budget for a 
lifetime of health.

How can you bless someone today?

Source: http://on.today.com/1L7hrcT

http://on.today.com/1L7hrcT
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You’re young and probably don’t think much about your health, unless you 
have a chronic condition already. What you might be thinking, though, is 
that you truly aren’t as invincible as you thought you were in high school. 
As opposed to back a few years, you do, now, get sore muscles more often. 
You do now get winded running around campus when you used to  
dominate the basketball court or soccer field. You do now groan when you 
try to do a back bend or the splits, if you ever could contort yourself into 
those positions. You do notice that you are gaining weight -- but you are 
eating the same…so what’s that about?

Well, the reality is that you wouldn’t put water into a car and expect it to 
run perfectly, however, we do far worse things to our bodies. We also run 
them very hard with little sleep or lots of stress and then wonder why we 
aren’t very mentally sharp.

You have been given one body, and it’s yours to maintain. Although you 
may have grown up with a parent who loved to make fried chicken each 
Sunday or who solved every problem with a bowl of ice cream, it’s time to 
make habits that you believe will serve you well.

You can reduce the odds that you get cancer or diabetes, have a heart 
attack or are overweight. You can start healthy habits now or you can wait, 
gain 25 lbs. by the time you are 30 and then wake up and realize you look 
40. 

1.5 The FOURTH Element of Wellbeing: PHYSICAL
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Workouts can be as quick as 10 minutes and be very 
effective. Lifestyles can include healthy eating or you 
can binge diet, seeking a quick fix. Or you can put  
running a marathon on your bucket list and start  
training now. “Working out” can be as easy as walking 
to class instead of driving and “diet” can include healthy options rather 
than processed food. 

Little changes can have a big impact! 

1. If you are 21, the 100-calorie bowl of ice cream you eat almost every 
night will translate into 66 lbs. by the time you are 30. (100 cals x 5 nights a 
wk x 52 wks in a year/3500 (cal per lb) x  9 years = 66!!!
2. Climb on a Stairmaster for 20 minutes, 3 x each week and you’ll wipe out 
those added pounds. (10 min = approx. 100 calories burned)

PLUS: 
The effects of exercise linger past the 
20 minutes you have exercised, because 
the body continues to burn calories as 
it cools down and even hours later AND 
the muscle you created in your body will 
burn more calories all day long than that 
old fat would have!

3 OTHER important things you can do throughout life that you 
need to commit to NOW:

1.  Get regular physical checkups annually (You did it as a child because they didn’t 
let you play sports or go to school without them. Don’t stop now!)

2.   Work hard to get at least 7 hours of sleep every night

3.  Eat a good, nutritious breakfast EVERY morning. Your body needs fuel after 
the night!!
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5 TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR WELLNESS NOW: 

1. Prepare Meals at Home:
Eating at home can be good for both your financial and physical  
wellbeing. The average American spends 10% of their income on fast food 
alone! According to the National Restaurant Association, Americans eat 5.8 
meals per week away from home. That’s almost one meal per day, and the 
average meal at a sit down restaurant has over 1300 calories, which is over 
50% of what the average adult needs in one day. Start by making a plan, 
list meals you know how to cook, or want to learn how to cook. Assign each 
meal to a day of the week and make a shopping list. Be sure to plan for our 
tip #2, by adding veggies to your cart.  

2. Make half of each meal veggies: 
This really is the most simple thing you can 
do.  Forget the  “side” of veggies. They 
should occupy more plate real  
estate than your protein or pasta, rice or 
potatoes. People who eat 7 servings or more 
of fruits and vegetables per day are the 
healthiest. A serving is one piece of fruit, a 
half cup of cooked vegetables, or one cup 
of raw vegetables (like lettuce), it’s not that 
much. Your main dish salad could easily be 
four servings. But don’t get caught up in that 
every meal has to be a salad. 

3. Buy a scale:
Each time we go through a transition, high school to college, college to  
career, we have to reset our lifestyles and, often, our wardrobes. Rather 
than continually finding yourself buying larger sizes, purchase a scale so 
that, when you notice a trend of the scale heading in the wrong direction, 
you can increase your exercise habits and adjust your food intake  
accordingly to meet your health needs. 
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4. Drink water and other low calorie beverages:  
Our brains don’t respond to liquid calories in the same way that they do to 
solid calories. Sugars are the first thing that are digested in our body, in fact 
the digestion process starts in on our mouths. Calorie-laden bevergage can 
be anything from sodas to smoothies to coffee drinks. The average  
American gets 22 percent of their calories from liquids. The American Heart 
Association recommends no more than 9 teaspoons of added sugar from 
any source for men and 6 for women. The grande mocha from Starbucks 
has 9. While it is ok to indulge, on occassion, look at your beverage choices 
and consider if you are drinking enough water. 

5. Avoid diets or restrictive eating plans:
We are starting to catch on that diets don’t work. Restrictive diets that 
are not a medical necessity are difficult to keep and can lead to nutritional 
deficiencies. When you are considering implementing a drastic change, ask 
yourself if you would be ok with following this change every day for the rest 
of your life? If your answer is “no,” then it is, likely too extreme. Instead 
of labeling a food as bad, or swearing it off completly, try, instead, to set a 
realistic goal by cutting down on unhealthy foods. 

TAKE ACTION: 
Some more physical wellbeing resources:
www.prayfit.com
www.livestrong.com/
www.cspinet.org/   (Note: At this site, Nutrition Action Newsletter is a great 
resource to learn about healthy eating)
www.realage.com/cm/realage/data/Diabetes_Friendly_Shopping_List-v05.
pdf
www.mapmyrun.com
sparkinglife.org
www.choosemyplate.gov/

I-phone and Android apps: 

Johnson and 
Johnson 
official 7
minute 

workout

OptumizeMe
Fitness and 

nutrition 
challenges

www.prayfit.com
www.livestrong.com
www.cspinet.org
www.realage.com/cm/realage/data/Diabetes_Friendly_Shopping_List-v05.pdf%20
www.realage.com/cm/realage/data/Diabetes_Friendly_Shopping_List-v05.pdf%20
www.realage.com/cm/realage/data/Diabetes_Friendly_Shopping_List-v05.pdf%20
www.sparkinglife.org
www.choosemyplate.gov
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Healthy 
Habit

1 Point 3 Points 5 Points Points 

Eat Breakfast I do not eat break-
fast

I eat breakfast 
2-4 times per 
week

I eat breakfast 5 or 
more days per week 

Incorporate 
Fruits and 
Vegetables

I don’t usually eat 
fruits & veggies

I eat 1-3 servings 
of fruit or one 
veggies per day

I eat 4 or more servings 
of fruits and veggies per 
day

Enjoy 
Healthy 
Snacks

I eat a lot of 
pre-packaged, 
snacks. 

I do not snack I select heatlhy snacks 
like fruits, vegetables, 
lean protein 

Choose 
Nutritious 
Drinks

I drink sugar sweet-
ened beverages dai-
ly (soda, kool-aid, 
energy drinks)

I drink sugar 
sweetened  
beverages 3-5 
times per week.

I mostly drink water or 
other low calorie  
beverages

Eat at Home/
Limit Dining 
Out

I eat out daily I eat out 3-5 
days/week

I eat out 2 or less days/
week

Physical 
Activity 

I rarely do PUR-
POSEFUL physical 
acvitiy 

I spend at least 
30 minutes 
doing physical 
activity 3-4 days 
per week

I spend at least 30 
minutes  
exercising 5 or more 
days per week. 

Total Points: 

23-30 Points: Outstanding. You have some great habits. Identify what areas          
    still need some improvement. 
15-22 Points: Pretty good. Choose an area where you didn’t score a 5 and  
    determine how you can work on it. 
14 or Less Points: Definitely room to improve. Pick one habit to work on and     
    start by making changes there. 

Source: YMCA Wichita

Select the statement that best describes your behavior in the last 2-3 
weeks for each of the healthy habit areas and tally up your score. 

Exercises 1.5 

http://www.ymcawichita.org/sites/default/files/email/y-gaugeyourhealth.pdf
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What Healthy Habits from the previous page did you score the highest on? 

What Healthy Habits from the previous page did you score the lowest on? List each one 
and a way that you can improve each. 

Keep a food journal or log for 3 days. You can keep this with pen and paper or in an 
app on your Smart Phone like Myfitnesspal. Make sure that your days include one work 
or school day and one weekend or free day.  Don’t forget your BLT’s (Bites, Licks, and 
Tastes-- those add up quickly) After keeping your food log, what did you learn about 
your eating habits? 

How many fruits and vegetables did you eat each day? Are you satisfied with this 
number? 

After looking at your eating habits, go back and look at the 5 things you can do 
to improve your wellness on page 41- 42 of this e-book. Which ones do you still 
need to work on? 
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What was your “real age”?

What did you learn, overall, through the experience of taking the test and reading 
the results?

What surprised you in a good way? 

What surprised you in a bad way? 

Name 5 things you are motivated to change about your physical condition, health, 
diet or sleep habits right now: (make them manageable and attainable)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Go to www.realage.com and take the real age test. Read your 
results, and look at the suggestions. 

www.realage.com
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1.6 The FIFTH & SIXTH Element of Wellbeing: 
COMMUNITY & SPIRITUAL 

No matter your religious convictions, the community within which you live 
should reflect a level of partnership for you in your walk and a feeling of 
safety and security. Your level of thriving vs. struggling or suffering will be a 
factor of the community you have around you, physically and personally.

GENERAL NOTE FROM VITAL LEADERSHIP 
REGARDING FAITH:

Vital Leadership is a faith-based organization founded on the doctrine of  
Jesus Christ. We know, however, that not everyone believes as we do. 
Our hope, through being a part of your life, is that we will show you the 
love of Christ by caring about you and your personal growth and  
development. If you have questions, about faith and/or life, we strive to 
help you find the answers. It is not, however, a requirement of the program 
that YOU have a faith in CHRIST. We simply ask you to respect that WE 
come from that perspective and hope that you will honestly consider this 
faith.

Vital Leadership believes that your spiritual life is the most important area 
of your life. Your personal relationship with God will fulfill you in more 
ways than any earthly leadership program. Spiritual maturity needs to  
include daily bible study, prayer and personal reflection on what God is 
teaching you each day. Worshipping God during the week at church and 
connecting with other believers in a small group or through church are the 
utmost in leading a life that honors God and respects all that He has done 
for us. 
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“What does it Mean to have a personaL reLationship With god 
froM the perspective of christ?”

ANSWER: 
Having a personal relationship with God begins the moment we realize our 
need for Him, admit we are sinners, and, in faith, receive Jesus Christ as 
Savior. God, our heavenly Father, has always desired to be close to us, to 
have a relationship with us. Before Adam and Eve sinned in the Garden of 
Eden (Genesis chapter 3), they knew God on an intimate, personal  
level. They walked with Him in the garden and talked directly to Him. Even 
though they experienced this perfect intimacy with God, Adam and Eve, 
desired for something more. They went against God’s direction and  
disobeyed him, which was sin, and ultimately that sin, and the rift it caused 
in a realtionship with God, was passed on to all men as a result. 

What many people do not know, realize, or care about, is that Jesus gave 
us the most amazing gift—the opportunity to spend eternity with God if we 
trust in Him. “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal 
life in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Romans 6:23). God became a human being in 
the Person of Jesus Christ to take on our sin, be killed, and then be raised 
to life again, proving His victory over sin and death. “Therefore, there is 
now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus” (Romans 8:1). If we 
accept this gift, we have become acceptable to God and can have a  
relationship with Him.

Having a personal relationship with God means we should include God in 
our daily lives. We should pray to Him, read His word, and meditate on  
verses in an effort to get to know Him better. We should pray for wisdom 
(James 1:5), which is the most valuable asset we could ever have. We should 
take our requests to Him, asking in Jesus’ name (John 15:16). Jesus is the 
one who loves us enough to give His life for us (Romans 5:8), and He is the 
one who bridged the gap between us and God. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3DGenesis%25203
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3DRomans%2B6%253A23%26version%3DESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3DRomans%2B8%253A1%26version%3DESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3Djames%2B1%253A5%26version%3DESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3Djohn%2B15%253A16%26version%3DESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3Dromans%2B5%253A8%26version%3DESV
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The Holy Spirit has been given to us as our Counselor. “If you love me, you 
will obey what I command. And I will ask the Father, and he will give you  
another Counselor to be with you forever—the Spirit of truth. The world 
cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you 
know him, for he lives with you and will be in you” (John 14:15-17). Jesus 
said this before He died, and after He died, the Holy Spirit became  
available to all who earnestly seek to receive Him. He is the one who 
lives in the hearts of believers and never leaves. He counsels us, teaches us 
truths, and changes our hearts. Without this divine Holy Spirit, we would 
not have the ability to fight against evil and temptations. But since we do 
have Him, we begin to produce the fruit that comes from allowing the Spirit 
to control us: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, and self-control (Galatians 5:22-23).

This personal relationship with God is not as hard to find as we might think, 
and there is no mysterious formula for getting it. As soon as we become 
children of God, we receive the Holy Spirit, who will begin to work on our 
hearts. We should pray without ceasing, read the Bible, and join a 
Bible-believing church; all these things will help us to grow spiritually.  
Trusting in God to get us through each day and believing that He is our 
sustainer is the way to have a relationship with Him. Although we may not 
see changes immediately, we will begin to see them over time, and all the 
truths will become clear. Others may even start to notice that your desires 
and demeanor change, too! 

TAKE ACTION: 
The internet has some amazing study/learning resources.
 Here are a few of our favorites:
 

www.purposedrivenlife.com
www.biblegateway.com

www.focusonthefamily.com
www.livingontheedge.org

www.gotquestions.org
https://answersingenesis.org

http://rzim.org/

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3Djohn%2B14%253A15-17%26version%3DESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/%3Fsearch%3Dgal%2B5%253A22-23%26version%3DESV
www.purposedrivenlife.com
www.biblegateway.com
www.focusonthefamily.com
www.livingontheedge.org
www.gotquestions.org
https://answersingenesis.org
http://rzim.org/%20
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For a Christ-follower, prayers are answered sometimes via the community 
around us. If we seek to be in relationship with others who are also  
following Christ, we can use each other to understand exactly what the 
bible might be telling us or help us discern what would be God’s plan for 
us. God was the ultimate creator of who we are and He had a plan when He 
made us. So we are hoping to help you discern much about  
yourself through this study because, when you determine what you were 
created for, a sense of peace will follow. 

The Community around you, therefore, should contribute to your life in a 
positive way, not causing stress, but allowing for you to be free to chase 
those dreams. 

Also, are you making a difference in your community and investing in it? 
When you are invested, your connection and comfort with your community 
will increase.

Exercises 1.6 

If volunteering/serving others was a part of your childhood, list all of the ways you can 
remember it being modeled in your house? 

Sometimes learning a new skill can be done through volunteering. What is one thing you 
always wanted to learn that maybe you could get exposure to through volunteering? 
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If you are already serving in some capacity, list the ways you are contributing and the 
number of hours each month for that commitment

POSITION HOURS/MONTH 

NOTE: If you have capacity for more or are interested in seeking a new position, 
check out www.volunteermatch.org for ideas. And, remember, any position is a 
limited commitment. You might like something you never knew you’d like, but you 
won’t know if you don’t try.

Overall, how important do you consider volunteering in your community? 

                1            2            3            4            5            6            7            8            9           10
                    
             (Not that Necessary)  ----------------------------> (I think it is Super Important)

How many hours each week should you make as your goal to invest?

HOW DO YOU RATE YOUR CURRENT LEVEL OF COMMITMENT:       
 ̐ I GIVE ENOUGH
 ̐ NEED TO DO MORE
 ̐ NEED TO SAY “NO” A LITTLE (I’M OVERWHELMED)

http://www.volunteermatch.org
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Write a paragraph to describe your faith life, whether your faith is in Christ or not.

On a scale of 1-10 (10 is fully satisfied), how satisfied are you with:

Your commitment/practice of prayer 1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10
Your commitment TO & attendance at 
church

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

Your commitment to faith/bible study  1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10

It is important to have like-minded friends who inspire us and encourage 
our walk and our life. 

How satisfied are you the community and quality of people around you? Do they 
stimulate you toward greatness in your faith and life?

Faith    1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9         10
      (Not Really)  ------------------------------------> (Absolutely)

Life    1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9         10
      (Not Really)  ------------------------------------> (Absolutely)
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1.7 Making a Plan of Action
Our experience has been that everyone who studies this material learns 
different things about themselves but no one has yet been disappointed 
that they did it. There are questions answered and yet questions created 
as a fine-tuning seems to begin taking place in each student’s heart toward 
understanding themselves better.

We believe that PEOPLE CAN LEAD OTHERS ONLY AFTER THEY LEAD 
THEMSELVES. Therefore, we start our leadership program with  
self-leadership. You just completed that portion of the study.

Our next topics are about relating to others, getting along with others, 
respecting differences, setting boundaries in relationships and dealing with 
conflict resolution before actual leadership can take place. You’ll move on 
to that material soon.

But now, it’s time to set concrete goals in each area of wellbeing: CAREER, 
SOCIAL, FINANCIAL, PHYSICAL, COMMUNITY AND SPIRITUAL

Write one for the next 3 months (short term) and one for long-term (1-2 
years – you decide the time frame that is applicable to your life. For  
instance, if you graduate in 1 year, set goals for 1 year from now. If you 
graduate in 2 years, set goals for 2 years, etc.)

As you contemplate what these goals will look like for you, remember, 
head knowledge is nothing without action. 

Re-read the section on SMART goals starting on page 17 of this workbook. 
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CAREER
Short

Long

SOCIAL 
Short

Long

FINANCIAL
Short

Long
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PHYSICAL
Short

Long

COMMUNITY 
Short

Long
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Section 2: INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Section 2. In Section 1 we looked at who YOU are as a 
leader. In this section we will look at how you as a leader become an 
influencer through the relationships you have. The process will look 
very much the same but as a refresher, we recommend printing out 
the lessons and putting them in a three -ring binder. If you prefer not 
to print all the documents, we recommend having a journal to write 
your answers in, or you can write into the PDF electronically.  

Throughout the lessons we will reference many resources outside of 
this e-book. We strive to provide free resources, but sometimes the 
best do incur an additional cost. For Section 2 you will need: 

Section 2: Required Resource List

  Boundaries
 by Dr. Henry Cloud & Dr. John Townsend
 
 Emotional Intelligence 2.0
 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves

https://www.amazon.com/Boundaries-When-Take-Control-Your/dp/0310247454/ref%3Dsr_1_1%3Fs%3Dbooks%26ie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1475031458%26sr%3D1-1%26keywords%3DBoundaries
https://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-2-0-Travis-Bradberry/dp/0974320625/ref%3Dsr_1_1%3Fs%3Dbooks%26ie%3DUTF8%26qid%3D1475031308%26sr%3D1-1%26keywords%3Demotional%2Bintelligence%2B2.0
http://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-2-0-Travis-Bradberry/dp/149151356X
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Section 2.1
BOUNDARIES: What are they and why should we care? 

    
Boundaries are guidelines, rules or limits that a person creates to identify 
for themselves what are reasonable, safe and permissible ways for other 
people to behave around them and how they will respond when someone 
steps outside those limits.

Sometimes they’ll be described in terms of “your stuff<---//--->my stuff.”  

But what does that mean?  
It means the ability to recognize what is our responsibility (and what is  
truly within our power to control) and what isn’t.  Boundaries are an  
essential ingredient to creating a healthy self. They define the relationship 
between you and everyone else around you. 

Healthy boundaries help us to create our own destiny. They ensure that we 
are taking responsibility for our own lives; that we knowingly accept the 
consequences and/or reap the benefits of our choices. And, just as  
importantly, they ensure that we let others do the same for themselves.  

The Key? 
Knowing your inner self: your beliefs, desires, 
needs, and intuitions. When you know your inner 
self, it will become nearly impossible for  
someone else to manipulate you.
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HOW TO DEVELOP BOUNDARIES

An important first step in developing healthy boundaries is to get  
acquainted with, and take ownership of, your true self.  This is essential 
before healthy boundaries can be set and maintained.  As adults, we are 
responsible for the decisions we make in life.  We have freedom to respond, 
to make choices, and to limit the way others’ behavior affects us.  As a “free 
agent,” we can take responsibility for our freedom by setting boundaries, or 
borders, between ourselves and those around us.    Some people refuse to 
set boundaries because they see them as selfish.  Others actually use them 
to be selfish.  Both are wrong. Boundaries are about self-control. 

According to the book Boundaries and Relationships by  
Charles Whitfield, M.D.: 

Healthy Boundaries Are NOT: 
1. Set for us by others
2. Hurtful or Harmful 
3. Controlling or manipulative
4. Invasive or dominating
5. Rigid and immovable 

Healthy Boundaries ARE: 
1. Present
2. Appropriate
3. Clean
4. Firm
5. Protective
6. Flexible
7. Receptive
8. Determined by US 
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• How often do you say “I had to……..” or “She made me……..” ?   
Such as: “I HAD TO stop at her house on the way.”

• How often do you say “yes”, when you want to say “no” because you are 
simply afraid of the other person’s reaction or that they will feel rejected 
and sad if you say no?

• How often do you say “no” to receiving help because you feel you must 
be responsible to handle situations by yourself?

As a child, we are taught boundaries from a very early age. Sometimes the 
lesson isn’t learned well or taught well. For instance, a small child learns a 
boundary when they are not allowed to cross the street alone. They also 
learn a boundary when they are allowed to say “no” to something they 
don’t want to eat.

Everyone has developed boundaries and some are not healthy.  
Understanding them will be a life-long process.

If someone says “She made me go to this awful movie,” they may have a 
boundary problem. No one can make that decision for someone. The state-
ment “I was late to the meeting because I had to go by my mom’s house 
because she insisted I stop by” indicates a boundary problem. 

The book Boundaries, written by psychologists Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. 
John Townsend, covers a subject you likely didn’t even know you  
needed to read about and a concept you have never really thought about. 
As you read the book the first time, you will reflect on  
relationships in your own life and whether they are healthy or  
dysfunctional. What’s important to remember about boundaries is that they 
are a concept to revisit time and time again, as different  
relationships move to the forefront in your life. There are also workbooks 
and other versions of the book Boundaries that address specific  
situations, such as Boundaries in Marriage.

This resource is VITALLY important to you now and later.
 It may be one of the MOST IMPORTANT of all that we introduce!
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“We need to realize that we are in control of our 
choices no matter how we feel.”

READING ASSIGNMENT:
Read chapters 2-6 and 14 in Boundaries, by Cloud and Townsend. 

God said “In this world you will have trouble” so don’t plan on this being easy. 
(John 16:33)

Some ideas to highlight/remember. (Some of these are from chapters you 
weren’t instructed to read, so if they resonate, look up the reference): 
•  “Boundary setting is a large part of maturing. We can’t really love until we have 
boundaries – otherwise we love out of compliance or guilt. And we can’t really be 
productive at work without boundaries; otherwise we’re so busy following others’ 
agendas that we’re double-minded and unstable (James 1:8). The goal is to have 
a character structure that has boundaries and that can set limits on self and others 
at the appropriate times. Having internal boundaries results in having boundaries 
in the world: “For as he thinks within himself, so he is” (Proverbs 23:7). (Chapter 
15, Step 7)   
•  Anger is a common reaction when boundaries are set. Striving to allow them to 
have anger without responding to their anger is a great goal for anyone  
setting new boundaries. “Like a city whose walls are broken down is a man  
without self-control. (Proverbs 25:28)
•  Consultation with others outside of the situation/relationship is often necessary 
in very difficult relationships that require changes.
•  Allowing children to have full control of their life will not be beneficial. For their 
safety, they need to accept limits. “The ability to learn to accept limits teaches us 
to take responsibility for ourselves. Knowing that others are not always available 
for us, at our beck and call, helps us to become inwardly directed instead of  
externally driven. It helps us carry our own knapsack.” You may or may not have 
been parented with limits, and you may need to realize the necessity of limits 
when you become a parent. (Chapter 10, Respecting the Limits of Others.)
•  Boundaries work both ways. “We should fight for the “no” of others just as we 
should fight for our own “no” – even if it costs us something.” (Chapter 15, Step 
9.)
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Name 4-5 people who are in relationship with you that come to your mind when 
you read this book and the examples it includes? Include your two closest  
relationships first, then add at least two others. Next to that name, decide if chang-
ing the dynamics of that relationship using information you gained in this book 
will be “easy”  OR  “challenging”  OR   “very hard” or if it is a healthy relationship, 
for the most part, already.

NAME EASY CHALLENGING VERY 
HARD

PRETTY 
HEALTHY 
NOW

It’s important not to carry another’s load for them. Identify some examples you see in 
your friends and family of loads people are not carrying, but should. 
Example: A 22-year old college graduate who is living at home and assuming that his 
parents should still pay for all of his meals and housing. He’s not ready to pursue a job 
yet. He’s just “taking a break.”
1.

2. 
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Sometimes we do need to carry’s another’s load and it’s appropriate. Identify exam-
ples of situations in your life where you see someone needs to allow others to help 
them.
Example:  A college student, who is finishing his last semester of school work, has a 
part-time job to pay his own incidental expenses, but cannot afford housing, so he asks 
his parents to allow him to move home rent-free until he secures a job after college. He 
acknowledges his temporary need.
1. 

2. 

After reading chapter 4, you can see how limits that were placed or not placed on you 
in childhood affected you. Some parents over-control their kids, while others place 
no limits and the child is all powerful or there could be very inconsistent parenting, 
where limits came and went. REFLECT on your home environment. Did you 
experience repercussions of your decisions as you grew up or did your parents  
typically save you from your mistakes?
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BOUNDARIES says to AVOID becoming:

A Controller
A Compliant
An Avoidant

A Non-Responsive 
                                       (source: Chapter 3)

Which title would best describe you? Please explain.

If you have one relationship that needs some boundaries adjustments, how will you 
begin to apply some new “boundaries” principles with them? Write a few sentences 
about your plan.

Are you fearful in any way of setting boundaries in your personal relationships?
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In Chapter 6, it outlines Myths. Read these quotes from the chapter:
 
“The problem is that sometimes you see boundaries as an offensive weapon. Nothing could 
be further from the truth. Boundaries are a defensive tool. Appropriate boundaries don’t 
control, attack or hurt anyone. They simply prevent treasures from being taken at the 
wrong time.  (pg 114)

Also:
“First, let’s make a distinction between selfishness and stewardship. Selfishness has to do 
with a fixation on our own wishes and desires, to the exclusion of our responsibility to love 
others. “ (pg 108)

 “Stewardship is a helpful way to understand setting limit is that our lives are a gift from 
God. Just as a store manager takes good care of a shop for the owner, we are to do the same 
with our souls. If a lack of boundaries causes us to mismanage the store, the owner has 
a right to be upset with us. We are to develop our lives, abilities, feelings, thoughts, and 
behaviors. Our spiritual and emotional growth is God’s “interest” on his investment in 
us. When we say no to people and activities that are hurtful to us, we are protecting God’s 
investment. As you can see, there’s quite a difference between selfishness and stewardship.” 
(pg. 109)

Are you challenged to make changes to be a better steward of your own life?
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I can see how important it is to have boundaries in my life. On a scale of 1-10, I 
currently feel my ability is this area is: 

1              2              3              4              5              6              7              8              9             10

(Not Very Many Boundaries)  ----------------------> (Already Implemented Boundaries)
 
I would like my score in this area to become a: 

In Chapter 14, the book says that the driving force behind boundaries is desire.  I currently 
feel:

 ̐ Great desire to change
 ̐ Fear of change
 ̐ Am still confused what I should do
 ̐ There will be outside resistance (as written in Chap 14)
 ̐ There is internal resistance (Chap 14)

FEEDBACK: What did you learn about yourself as you have answered these questions 
and read this material? Are you surprised? Motivated? Irritated? Please explain.
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Section 2.2 
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE: Obvious by not Invisible  

“Not education. Not experience. Not knowledge or intellectual horsepower. 
None of these serve as an adequate predictor as to why one person  
succeeds and another doesn’t. There is something else going on that  
society doesn’t seem to account for.

We see examples of people in our workplaces, our homes, our churches, 
our schools, and our neighborhoods. We observe supposedly brilliant and 
well-educated people struggle, while others with fewer obvious skills or 
attributes flourish. And we ask ourselves why?

The answer almost always has to do with this concept called emotional 
intelligence. And while it is harder to identify and measure than IQ or  
experience, and certainly difficult to capture on a resume, its power cannot 
be denied.”
                                                         - Foreward, Emotional Intelligence 2.0,  
             By Travis Bradberry and Jean Greaves

The concept of paying attention to emotions and how they affect you and 
others may seem basic or it may seem unnecessary. DON’T DISCOUNT IT.  
Emotionally intelligent people have been shown to have higher  
performance than those with less emotional intelligence. Your EQ (also 
called EI) is your ability to understand other people, what motivates them 
and how you can work with them. EQ involves sensitivity to our own  
feelings and motivations and to know how those feelings affect us first and, 
then, how they affect how we relate to others. Emotionally intelligent  
people learn to control their reactions and temper feelings vs. explode, 
blame and pout.
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Emotional outbursts are the cornerstone of the teen years. Every  
teenager feels justified to get angry and moody, blaming their parents for 
the unfairness of their situation, at some point. But ultimately, most  
teenagers develop the realization that outbursts often don’t accomplish 
their goals, and even if they do, the outburst feels very juvenile – and it 
won’t work in college with peers and, certainly, not in a workplace.

A large part of “maturity” is the ability to manage emotions. 

When adversity hits, a “mature” individual manages or contains  
emotions, processes options and begins to problem solve. This maturity can 
be labeled as emotional intelligence.

While there are a few different schools of thought on the top 5  
elements of EQ by various experts, the overall concept to understand is 
that your INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT or “IQ” is about how well you retain 
and process knowledge. 

Your “EQ” or EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT is about 
your ability to understand emotions and manage them and to be 
empathic and respectful of the needs and thoughts of others. 
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READING ASSIGNMENT

Read CHAPTERS 1-4 of Emotional Intelligence 2.0. (You can take the  
assessment test at any time, but don’t forget to read the chapters 
also!!!)

When you take the Emotional Intelligence Appraisal, use the passcode 
in the book and make sure you have time to focus on the test questions 
and are not rushed. 

PRINT out the results and study them. (I know printing takes paper, but 
when you have the results on your shelf, you are more likely to take this 
seriously) 

SAVE YOUR CODE FOR LATER. WRITE IT DOWN IN A SAFE PLACE. 
YOU WILL NEED IT TO RE-LOG IN TO YOUR TEST RESULTS OR TO 
RETAKE THE ASSESSMENT TO SEE HOW FAR YOU HAVE GROWN IN 
THIS AREA IN 6-9 MONTHS !!
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Exercises 2.2 

My EQ Scores: 

OVERALL 
SELF-AWARENESS
SELF-MANAGEMENT
SOCIAL AWARENESS
RELATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Write a paragraph on your reaction to learning these scores

Mark the boxes OR HIGHLIGHT the statements/words that describe your 
thoughts on the subject of EQ:

̐   Interesting

̐   Weird, not interesting

̐   An area I already understand

̐   Never considered this concept before

̐   A potential area of growth for me

̐   I feel most motivated to learn about how emotions affect me 

̐   I feel most motivated to learn how emotions affect others
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Was EQ a new concept to you?

 ̐ YES
 ̐ NO
 ̐ SOMEWHAT

Write a paragraph explaining why you agree or disagree with this statement. 
“Emotional Intelligence is a valuable skill to understand and improve.”
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Thinking back in life:
•  When you decided if you wanted to ask your mom or dad for some mon-
ey and a ride to the movies, didn’t you think about her/his mood?
•  When you wanted to talk to your teacher about a test you thought she 
scored incorrectly, didn’t you wait for the “right time?”

What were you doing when you were sensing the “right time”? 
You were measuring emotions!
Your ability to succeed in obtaining a raise or time off from your boss, or 
knowing whether to surprise your spouse with an intimate date or a party 
for 100 is a result of your emotional intelligence.

Read the entire report that you printed out on your emotional intelligence. Then, log 
back into the online report and watch the video examples.
Make a list of 5 things that you will work on or have become aware of now, after 
studying this material. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Section 2.3
MANAGING ENERGY, EMOTION AND PRIORITIES 

“WE ARE THE MOST OVERINFORMED, UNDERREFLECTIVE  
PEOPLE IN THE HISTORY OF CIVILATION.” 
                                             - ROBERT KEGAN 

We know STUFF but we don’t know much about ourselves. Let’s reflect on 
what’s REALLY going on in our lives and how are we managing our days.
The Energy Quadrant:  
Emotions are on the horizontal axis and energy level is on the vertical axis. 

Source: Tony Schwartz
The Energy Project
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ARE YOU “SURVIVING”, “BURNED OUT”, “RECOVERING” OR 
“PERFORMING”? 

You, likely, are in many of the quadrants even in a single day.
We go to the “survival zone” when some disturbance takes us there. We 
move to that zone, almost always, before we are aware of it….and much of 
the time, we aren’t aware that we are in that zone at all.

In “survival”, the thinking mind shuts down…you take instant action instead 
of thinking about options before “doing”. So this is a bad place to be for 
a long time, if you have a job that requires thinking…and don’t most jobs 
require thinking? 

And, in relationships, the survival zone is full of negative emotion but LOTS 
of energy. Negative Energy!  That is good for conflict elevation, not conflict 
resolution.

If you learn to recognize your emotional energy level, then you can man-
age it throughout the day. The more capable you become at seeing these 
states, the better you manage them. Sometimes we don’t see them…or we 
STOP seeing them and just react.

  If a frog is placed in cool water     
   and the heat is turn up, he 
 slowly adapts to uncomfortable  

  circumstances. He loses        
  self-awareness. Eventually, his     
  fate is sealed because he didn’t  
  adapt. 

How are you like the frog? 

WHERE ARE YOU NUMB TO THE CHOICES YOU ARE MAKING?
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Do you relate to any of these examples?

 . You make a choice to eat something now because it tastes good,     
          even though it’s not good for you. Such as, you eat a large lunch,      
 packed with carbs and fat like a hamburger or piece of pizza, and   
 know you’ll be tired all afternoon but you do it anyway. 

 ̐ Do you watch too much TV, which makes you lethargic and not feel  
 like exercising

 ̐ Do you spending too much money without noticing that you are       
 depleting your accounts or not realizing that the money in your  
          account will be needed next month to pay the car insurance bill?

 ̐ Do you spend too much time on your phone, ignoring people you      
 who are in your presence and ignoring your opportunities for social  
 connection?

 ̐ Are you staying at a job you don’t really love because it’s safe and, at  
 least you HAVE a job, even though you know it’s not really that great  
 and not inspiring to you?

“URGENT” vs. “IMPORTANT” IN TIME MANAGEMENT

On top of managing the energy around how you chose to spend your time, 
there is the age-old question of what things would we be more successful 
if we did them vs. those things that often entice us for good or bad. We 
can choose to do MANY great things and be very busy with all good things 
but many of them may not fit our own value system. For instance, a friend 
would like you to attend a fundraiser for the illness that killed her mother. 
You truly believe in the cause and know it’s a great organization but should 
you go? You had already planned to take your little sister to a movie that 
night. 
There are many worthwhile things available -- and many time wasters – but 
how do you sort out a time-waster from a good thing if you just need to 
relax one night and recharge??? 
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Great time management means being effective as well as efficient. 
Managing time effectively, and achieving the things that you want to 
achieve, means spending your time on things that are important and not 
just urgent. To do this, and to minimize the stress of having too many tight 
deadlines, it’s important to understand this distinction:

 � Important activities have an outcome that leads to the achievement of   
 your goals, whether these are professional or personal. 

 � Urgent activities demand immediate attention, and are often  
 associated with the achievement of someone else’s goals.

 � Urgent activities are often the ones we concentrate on; they demand  
 attention because the consequences of not dealing with them are   
 immediate.

The important/not urgent part of the matrix is most neglected. Quadrant 
2. The planning stage. Why spend time talking about what you want to do? 
Why not JUST DO IT?
Stephen Covey, in The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, argues that a 
little thought and planning goes a long way to effective living. You can  
certainly just “go” without a plan, but will you get as far as it you had read 
the road map and planned your trip through life??
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 Click on this link and study the Urgent/Important Matrix:  

www.mindtools.com

The final line of the web article says:

“If people see you are clear about your objectives and boundaries, they will 
often not ask you to do “not important” activities in the future.”

HOW CLEAR ARE YOU ON YOUR LIFE OBJECTIVES??????

PRIORITIZING BY DOING EVERYTHING AT ONCE

Can you multi-task? The term has become a badge of productivity but is it? 
Can we really even focus on two things at once? And if we can, do we do 
them as well as if we had focused on one, completed it and then tackled the 
other? 

Spend some time contemplating whether this is TRULY productive for you. 

“If we don’t practice Habit 2, if we don’t’ have a clear idea 
of what is important, of the results we desire in our lives, 
we are easily diverted into responding to the urgent. “

“Effective people stay out of Quadrants 3 and 4 because, 
urgent or not, they aren’t important. They also shrink 
Quadrant 1 down to size by spending more time in  
Quadrant 2. Quadrant 2 is the heart of effective personal 
management.”

“To paraphrase Peter Drucker, effective people are not 
problem-minded; they are opportunity-minded. They feed 
opportunities and starve problems. They think  
preventively.” 
                                                 (selected from pgs 151-154)

www.mindtools.com
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READ the following material at these links:

The Cognitive Costs of Multitasking
The Myth of Multitasking

THE POWER OF FULL ENGAGEMENT
By Jim Loehr and Tony Schwartz:

Schwartz joined with Dr. Jim Loehr in this book to express that we must live by a 
new paradigm to reach what they call “Full Engagement.”

OLD PARADIGM NEW PARADIGM
Manage Time
Avoid Stress

Life is a Marathon
Downtime is Wasted Time
Rewards Fuel Performance

Self-Disciple Rules
The Power of Positive Thinking

Manage Energy
Seek Stress

Life is a Series of Sprints
Downtown is Productive Time
Purpose Fuels Performance

Rituals Rule
The Power of Full Engagement 

                  (source: THE POWER OF FULL ENGAGEMENT, by Loehr and Schwartz, page 6)

https://www.verywell.com/multitasking-2795003
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-power-prime/201103/technology-myth-multitasking
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4 KEY MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES THAT DRIVE FULL ENGAGEMENT: 

PRINCIPLE 1: Full engagement requires drawing on 4 separate but related  
sources of energy: Physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. 

 “To perform at our best, we must skillfully manage each of these interconnected 
dimensions of energy. Subtract any one from the equation and our capacity to  
fully ignite our talent and skill is diminished, much the way an engine sputters 
when one of its cylinders misfires.

PRINCIPLE 2: Because energy capacity diminishes both with overuse and with 
underuse, we must balance energy expenditure with intermittent energy renewal. 
“Sadly the need for recovery is often viewed as evidence of weakness rather than 
as an integral aspect of sustained performance. The results is that we give almost 
no attention to renewing and expanding our energy reserves, individually or  
organizationally. The richest, happiest and most productive lives are characterized 
by the ability to fully engage in the challenge at hand, but also to disengage  
periodically and seek renewal.”

PRINCIPLE 3: To build capacity, we must push  
beyond our normal limits, training in the same  
systematic way that elite athletes do. 

“Stress is not the enemy in our lives. Paradoxically, it 
is the key to growth.”
“Any form of stress that prompts discomfort has the 
potential to expand our capacity – physically, mentally, emotionally or spiritually – 
so long as it is followed by adequate recovery.”

PRINCIPLE 4: Positive energy rituals – highly specific routines for managing  
energy – are the key to full engagement and sustained high performance. 

“Just as negative habits and routines in our lives can be undermining and  
destructive, so positive ones can be uplifting and revitalizing. It is possible to build 
and sustain energy in all dimensions of our lives rather than watching passively 
as our capacities slowly diminish with age. Building rituals requires defining VERY 
precise behaviors and performing them at very specific times – motivated by 
deeply held values.”
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Exercises 2.3

Map your own energy at the following times:  for the map, reference back to your 
most recent experience and if you don’t actually DO the activity, use your imagination 
as to how you probably would feel.
1. Studying in the morning

2. Studying in the evening, after dinner

3. Out with friends

4. Watching television

5. Working out something you love to do

6. Working out doing something you don’t love to do

7. Doing yoga

8. Playing a sport/game

9. Table tennis with friends

10. Taking a test

11. Having coffee or just talking with a friend
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The following are factors that could cause you to be in one quadrant vs. another. 
• Sleep, too much or too little
• Nutrition/did you eat breakfast?
• Relationships/conflict/falling in love
• Work relationships with boss or co-workers
• Having meaningful work assignments or autonomy
• Weather/is it cold or hot or rainy or sunny?
• Lack of exercise or sore muscles from a past workout?

For all items you placed in the negative or low quadrants, list them along with one 
thing you could do to change that experience to a high/positive. One example is 
provided:
ITEM # CHANGE I COULD MAKE 
8 Make sure I hydrate well and eat a meal/snack within in 1 hour of play-

ing so I feel energized properly
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Relaxation is important and necessary. We cannot have total energy drain with no re-
charge. Everyone recharges differently. Name your top three most effective relaxation/
recharge activities.
1.

2.

3. 

Energy can be a factor in your reaction to reality.   
When you are frustrated, it could be because you 
are not controlling some factors well in your life. 
In essence, you don’t have your energy well  
amanaged. OUR ATTITUDE TO WHAT HAP-
PENS TO US IS WITHIN OUR CONTROL. Our 
attitude is our responsibility . 

“RESPONSIBILITY” = “ABILITY” TO “RESPOND”

What types of things in life and in your schedule and activities can you control vs. 
what is out of your control?

CAN CONTROL CANNOT CONTROL 

OUR RESPONSE TO 
WHAT  

HAPPENS TO US, IS 
WITHIN OUR  

CONTROL. 
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ANOTHER WAY TO LOOK AT THIS: WHAT STORY ARE YOU TELLING 
ABOUT YOUR LIFE?

Here is one version of a story:
 *You have no time to do your job that well because your boss gives you too many 
assignments with little direction and demands them done quickly.”

Or, you can tell the story this way:
 *My boss challenges me with assignments that help me to grow as I learn new things 
and the deadlines he sets are workable, if I simply, turn off my email and cell phone for 
several hours each day and reduce my distractions.”

MAKE A DIFFERENT STORY BASED ON THE FACTS. 

What is the most hopeful story you CAN tell? 

And, this is not about telling an UNTRUE story…it’s about the capacity to see a bigger 
picture than you do now. Rationalizing means: telling a story with facts, but maybe not 
all of the facts. There are elements of truth but NOT THE TRUE STORY. This is not an 
exercise in rationalization, nor should you rationalize. Look at the barriers you may be 
interpreting to be fully try that are NOT fully true. What CAN you change about your 
situation vs. what you cannot?
Use your reflective capacity to create an interpretation that serves you better rather than 
a current story that is slightly distorted AND draining your energy.
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OLD STORY/NEW STORY EXERCISE:
(source: Dr. Jim Loehr, The Power of Story)

Write about one situation you have going on in your life that drains you of energy, looks 
difficult and frustrating and that you feel is unchangeable?

Rewrite that story using rational hope? What is good about the situation? How might 
you look at it from the perspective of the other person in the story? Maybe look at what 
you are learning through the situation.
Other tips: 
-- start with the words: “The truth is…”
-- don’t labor over the language; edit later
-- tie what you want to happen to your ultimate mission; what you care about living for
-- use strong emotion and words
-- see any lies you are telling yourself honestly
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What quadrant do you spend most of your time in? 

What one thing could you do differently in your personal life that, if you did it on a 
regular basis, would make a tremendous difference in your life? Hint: this would be a 
quadrant 2 activity….
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Section 2.4 ATTITUDES AND GRATITUDE 

HOW ARE YOUR ATTITUDES TOWARD DIFFICULT PEOPLE? 

Think of that person who bothers you the most. Think of the person who 
was in that “group project” in school that you just couldn’t trust to get the 
work done. Think of the difficult people in your life. 

Why do they seem difficult to you? Do they wake up each morning,  
deciding to make life difficult for you and you alone? Probably not. Their  
INTENTIONS are not evil. We bet that their goal is NOT to make your life 
miserable…although you may think so. 

Some of you may find your parents as difficult people in your life.
If you are an athlete, you may have noticed a difficult teammate.
At work, you may have encountered someone who always questions your 
judgment or redoes what you have already completed “his or her” way.

Let’s try to look at life from the perspective of yourself first. There are two 
elements of a personality that are applicable here:

1.    How assertive do you tend to be, naturally, without stress, on an  
       everyday basis? (of course, when you add stress or a deadline, your     
       baseline level may change, but ask yourself: are you generally passive  
       or aggressive in personality? If you are aggressive, then you charge   
       right in to a project. If you are passive, you tend to wait and be cautious  
       before starting.
  

  Less          ASSERTIVE     More
 Passive                         Aggressive
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2.  Where is your focus – do you tend to focus more on that TASK you   
 are doing or the PEOPLE you are with? Some people just want to get  
 the task done and sort of forget that people are in the room. Others,  
 are so focused on people, that they talk and talk and have trouble   
          getting to the real task at hand. So let’s see how you fare on the  
 continuum of TASK VS. RELATIONSHIP. To determine this, consider:  
 

• When you have a group meeting, are you most interested in getting  
 to the project (task focus) or finding out what a friend did last night  
 (people focus)?

• If you work behind a desk/counter, doing customer service, is your   
 first question going to be:

      How are you? (people focus)    or   What can I do for you? (task focus)
 

Focused on tasks -------------  -------|-------------------  Focused on people

Now, consider that when stress enters a situation, you may change and  
become more PASSIVE or more AGGRESSIVE.

Think about if you have project deadline and, now, how assertive are you 
feeling? Think of how you respond to someone in the heat of the last  
minutes of a sporting event? Think of how you respond when you are tired 
or hungry? (Remember….others get tired and stressed, too…right? We 
must never assume others are perfect when we are not perfect….!)
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So if you tend to focus on people and are less aggressive and are 
forced to work with someone who is task-oriented and aggressive, you 
can imagine the problems in that relationship.

If/when you have conflict, are THEY wrong or are YOU wrong?

Who is to judge which was is right or better?

NEITHER IS right or better – the perspectives and methods are JUST  
DIFFERENT – correct?

So, learning to dealing with difficult people involves:
  
1. Understanding their perspective & their intentions
2. Accepting them and their intentions & their skill set
3. Finding a way to blend their intents with your own

In the book DEALING WITH PEOPLE YOU CAN’T STAND, by Dr Rick  
Brinkman and Dr. Rick Kirschner, outline these concepts and explain 
that people generally have one of four main “intents” when  
approaching a situation. Get the task done, get the task done right, 
get along with people or get appreciation/credit from people. 

1. Get the task DONE – you simply want to get the task done and are  
willing to spare some work to get it checked off your list. You do it well, but 
not perfectly.
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2. Get the task RIGHT –your first desire is to be super good at getting it 
done; to impress others with your work, although sometimes running into a 
deadline without completion can cause you to compromise a little  
perfection to make the deadline

3. Get along with people –you may be less assertive to allow others to feel 
good about the project; you feel other’s feelings are top of the list

4. Get appreciation/credit from people – you want to be seen, heard and 
recognized and are willing to assert yourself a bit to get that. Being 
 appreciated is one of the most motivating factors of your life, at work and 
at home

So, if you combine intentions and focuses, you work in a group setting with  
others who own different styles and levels of assertiveness; task vs. people 
focus and different intents. And to work together, you must all work INSIDE 
the COOPERATION ZONE.

- Source: pg 27, Dealing with People you Can’t Stand,

THE GOAL IS TO ACCEPT, UNDERSTAND AND ACKNOWLEDGE 
THAT OTHERS SEE THINGS DIFFERENTLY THAN YOU DO.
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If you are not task oriented and your goal is to simply “get it done” and 
you work with someone who wants to analyze it “one more time,” then let 
them. Don’t get mad at them but, instead, acknowledge their style and give 
them the time to do that and then you can get back together and submit 
the project or present it together, as a team effort. 

Now, examine the outer circle of the grid. When stress hits and you are a 
“get it done” person, you will tend toward becoming “controlling”. When 
you are a “get it right” person, stress will force you toward “perfectionism” 
and so on. You must remember that even you, with your style and intention 
can be less than easy to work with and tolerance and acceptance of others 
will be the key.
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Body language: what are you saying and what are 
you hearing?

Have you ever realized the power of gestures, facial expressions and body 
positions? Probably have heard about the basic elements of body language, 
which account for at least 50% of the information you send during a face-to-
face interaction:

•   Eye contact – or not
•   Upright posture – or slouching
•   Smiling/facial expressions – scowls, emptiness in the eyes, rolling eyes
•   Nodding – shaking head no
•   Tone of voice – kind and warm or judgmental or negative
•   Pace of speech – fast, intense, slow, boringly slow
•   Open or closed posture or sitting
•   A firm or limp handshake

Focusing on what your body is saying about you is key to  
relating the right information to others. If you are talking with 
confidence, but you fail to make eye-contact, the message is  
INCONGRUENT and, therefore, hard to identify. Are you confident or not? 
Your body and your voice do not match so those listening and watching you 
are unsure.  

Also what do you read from the non-verbals of others? In a group, is  
someone listening intently to the group project, or focused on their phone? 
If they are not engaged with their body, they are saying they are 
 “uninterested/don’t care.” From reading their body, you just made a judg-
ment on their level of concern for the outcome of the project. 

Perhaps, however, that the person just found out their mother is in the hos-
pital and they are checking their phone for messages. They may be VERY 
committed to the project but are distracted. Have your fairly judged them? 
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Body language can be helpful, hurtful, bad information or good information, 
but it is over 50% of the information we get in a conversation. So, take it  
seriously, ask for clarification, if you are unsure when body language and 
voice do not match. 
 AND PRACTICE WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY WITH YOUR NON-VERBAL 
COMMUNICATION.
If you cannot make strong eye contact, practice. Play your own little game 
and study eye color. See if you can identify a person’s eye color after you 
walk away from them.
Practice a firm handshake (don’t squeeze their hand but do not give a limp/
half handshake either!!) Walk up to your roommate or sibling or parent and 
shake their hand and LOOK THEM IN THE EYE and say “HELLO. IT’S NICE 
TO MEET YOU”. 

STRONG BODY LANGUAGE 
INVOLVES

WEAK BODY LANGUAGE 
INVOLVES 

Standing Tall Slouching
Walking Confidently Walking with Small Steps
A Firm Handshake Limp Handshake or a Sweaty Palm
Making Eye Contact Looking Away
Strong Sitting Posture Neglecting to Use your Body or 

Hands to Gesture
Using Gestures to Reinforce Words Smiling Too Much (feels false) 

To learn about another aspect of body language and its effect on  
relationships, watch the 20-minute TED talk at the following link:

http://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are.html

http://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are.html%20
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GREATFULNESS IS MORE THAN A THANK YOU NOTE

                                         Reprinted with permission, Amit Amin, www.happierhuman.com
Study the diagram above. 
According to http://happierhuman.com/benefits-of-gratitude/, there are 31 
benefits of gratitude that the author quantified from studying research on 
gratitude.  Visit this website and read the benefits. 

http://happierhuman.com/benefits-of-gratitude/%20%20
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The lessons in this RELATIONAL INTELLIGENCE section 
covered: 

-   Appropriately setting up “fences” in relationships that are    
 healthy and life-giving, rather than taxing you or hindering   
 for others
-   Emotions, how they affect us and how we can become more  
 intelligent and effective in relationship just by knowing about   
 how we deal with emotions in our own lives
-   Body language and verbal communication and learning to say what  
 we truly WANT to say
-   Success is a state of mind and the stories we tell about life will  
 directly relate to the successes we have. We must identify  
 energy-sapping situations and balance them with recharge  
 activities to refocus our minds toward attitudes of positivity   
 when challenged
-   Acceptance of the intentions and styles of others to enable us to all  
 work in the “cooperation zone” of life 
-   Living with a grateful spirit and frequently showing thankfulness fills  
 our own heart with positive lifeblood and optimism
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Exercises 2.4

Where on the scale do you fall? (place an X on the line)

 
task oriented       -----------------------------------------------------    people oriented

passive     ---------------------------------------------------------        aggressive

Check the box that most often describes your highest priority/intention:

 . Get the task DONE 
 . Get the task RIGHT 
 . Get along with people 
 . Get appreciation/credit from people

Write 3 paragraphs about what this section enlightened you about regarding working 
with others in the future. Please include any specific situation you are dealing with or 
have dealt with.
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Study your own confidence in your body language. In conversations, do you stand with 
a power pose:

Frequently  Sometimes   Rarely

5. Picture yourself at a job interview. How do you sit?

Confidently  Slouching  Closed  Open

6. How often, in social situations/meals, do you make eye contact with your phone 
more than others around you?

Sometimes  Rarely   Too much 

7. List three things you plan to work on regarding your body language.

1. 

2. 

3.  
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CHECK THE BOXES THAT APPLY TO YOU:

When something is difficult:

 . I let it bother me most of the day as I worry about how to get it done
 . I push it to the end of the day or to tomorrow, rather than tackle it
 . I feel stress about it
 . I see the opportunity to  grow through  getting it accomplish and am energized

When something happens that is positive:

 . I enjoy the success of the moment immensely
 . I enjoy sharing what happened  with others
 . I enjoy the success but move on to the next thing fairly quickly
 . I am happy but I move on to the next thing
 . I acknowledge thankfulness in prayer and consider how blessed I am

My gift-receiving habit is to:

 . Most of the time, I write a thank-you note for what I received
 . I can’t remember ever physically writing a thank you but I try to remember to    

say thanks the next time I see the gift-giver (if this is your style, what percentage of the
 .  time do you think you actually, really remember to say “thank you” 

_____________) 
 . I wrote notes when I was a child but rarely do as an adult
 . I write more thank you notes as an adult than I ever did as a child
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Check the items below that describe you:

 . I acknowledge people verbally when they say something that I feel was a 
true compliment

 . I often share with a friends or family members when someone does some-
thing meaningful for me

 . I often reflect back on the people who have impacted my life who may not                           
even realize they had such impact

 . I hear myself saying thank you for small gestures a lot
 . I thanked my soccer/basketball/sports coach/piano teacher/classroom 

teacher/boss/co-worker/friends often
 . As I get older, I realize all that my parents did for me and I have verbally 

thanked them for random things.

How grateful, on a scale of 1-10, do you consider yourself? Why did you give  
yourself that number? List some examples. 
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Are you convicted to be more grateful after reading this blog? Answer the 
 following:
Which Benefit of Gratitude.... Gratitutde Number Explanation of “why” 

Surprised you because you 
had never thought gratitude 
had that effect

Lists the area where you think 
you need the most new  
benefit?

Motivates you to have more 
gratitude overall….(list many 
if there are many) 

(AND IF YOU AREN’T  
MOTIVATED, EXPLAIN 
WHY)

Write three people thank you notes for something…a gesture, helping you, a gift…
whatever. Hand write them (buy some cards/paper, if necessary). Make them nice and 
mail them or hand them to the person. 

Write the names of the 3 people you wrote notes to here and for what reason did you 
write that note?

NAME I THANKED THEM FOR...
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Start a gratitude journal here. Write 10 things that you are grateful for right now.
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What, from this list, will be a part of your future?

 . I take the VL challenge and will write one thank you note each Sunday night for  
6 months or a semester. This can be via email or hand-written. 

 . I will tell one person each week that I appreciate what they have done for me or 
are doing in my life.

 . I will consider life’s challenges to be opportunities and not burdens that bring 
me down. I will not let them “bum me out.”

 . I will live with a goal of the people at my funeral describing me as “grateful,” 
because they saw my focus as more “outward” than “inward.”

Set three S.M.A.R.T. goals regarding your relational skills. Make them goals that you 
can quantify, are realistic and can be accomplished in 6 months.

1. 

2.

3.
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